
Instead of depending on random, manual inspection of parts taken off  an assembly 
line by QA technicians, Markham, Ontario’s Bluewrist Inc. automates quality testing 
using high-speed 3D cameras, sensors, custom analytics software, robots and 
industrial PCs powered by Intel® Core™ i7 processors. Bluewrist lets its manufacturing 
customers, which include the world’s Tier 1 automotive and parts manufacturers, 
test 100% of parts coming through its lines without slowing production, and respond 
faster to defects with automated alerts or line stoppage.

Challenge
When manufacturers, such as the world’s top car makers and automotive parts 
suppliers, produce components in their factories, traditional QA testing has been 
limited to verifying the quality of random parts pulled off  the line throughout the day. 

It was time consuming to perform the detailed tests required, and defective parts 
could get through despite randomized tests.

If a defective part caused a recall or accident, manufacturers could face costly 
litigation or irreparable damage to their reputation.

Solution
Bluewrist installs robots, 3D cameras and sensors on a client’s assembly line and 
deploys comXtream software for analytics and automated controls on an industrial PC 
powered by Intel® Core™ i7 processors.

After each part is scanned by 3D cameras and sensors, Bluewrist’s National Institute 
of Standards and Technology-certifi ed ScanXtream* creates a point cloud to compare 
against CAD drawings, and will take automatic action if defects are detected by 
alerting the manufacturer or shutting down the line.

Clients have the option of using Bluewrist’s cloud-based software defi ned 
infrastructure, powered by the Intel® Xeon™ processor E5 series, to get the same QA 
testing, analysis and automated controls without onsite PCs.

Result
Automating analytics and testing lets manufacturers cut QA testing time from an hour 
or more to under approximately 30 seconds.

Manufacturers check 100% of the parts on the assembly line for 100% inline quality 
testing, instead of testing less than 1%.

Bluewrist’s comXstream software and analytics show miniscule deviations from 
the approved design specifi cations so manufactures can modify processes before 
allowable tolerances are exceeded.

By maintaining a record of every scan, manufacturers can prove 100% compliance 
and traceability with CAD specifi cations in the event of a recall or accident. 

Bluewrist Inc. delivers industrial 
automation, robotics and machine vision 
solutions for global manufacturing 
companies in industries such as 
automotive, mining, factory automation, 
healthcare and technology. Solutions 
include:

•  Automated measurement system 
offering 100% visual inspection and 
dimensional quality information of 
manufactured components

•  Robotic guidance, robotic parts or bin 
picking, and software for accurate 
robot calibration

•  Custom software for point cloud 
scanning, data analysis/reporting, 
and industrial automation and 
communication

Manufacturing & Industrial
Smart Manufacturing Line

Manual quality assurance (QA) testing is transformed by Bluewrist’s machine 
vision and automation solutions, powered by Intel®. Manufacturers can now test 
100% of their parts for defects without slowing production.

Parts Quality Gets  
Robotic Boost
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Manual Testing Processes Put Product Quality 
at Risk
Manual parts inspection is very time consuming and complex.  
The QA technician removes a component or part from an 
assembly line and performs manual, detailed tests and 
measurements on that part to verify the accuracy of the 
manufacturing against the engineered specifi cations, while 
verifying the quality of the manufacturing.

“This process could take hours and hours for a very large part,” 
says Bluewrist Director of Engineering, Dr. Jay Lu, noting even 
small parts could take as long as an hour to complete and while 
the testing is underway, the production line continues to run.

Since deviations in production as compared to the engineered 
specifi cations can happen gradually, and since the traditional 
quality assurance testing process relies on random checks, 
defective parts can easily slip through, making it impossible for 
manufacturers to guarantee 100 % quality standards.

“For a complex automotive product, if a defect isn’t caught early 
on and you get downstream as the body is nearing completion, 
the cost to address that defect skyrockets versus having access 
to instant data about defects so you can replace the faulty 
part upstream in the process,” explains Bluewrist Marketing & 
Communication Manager, Jason Niu.

A Smarter Way to do QA Tests
Bluewrist’s solution is completely automated. It takes a 3D 
image of every part right on the line, creates a point cloud and 
compares it to 3D CAD drawings.

“Your manufactured part should adhere 100% to your CAD 
drawing and specifi ed engineering tolerances. Our solution 
scans, compares the scan to the drawing, and produces a visual 
map of where a defect is located,” says Niu. Their solution is 
controlled by an onsite industrial PC powered by Intel® Core™ i7 
processors.

“We’ve reached a point in the development of sensors and 
robotics where automated solutions like ours can do everything 
without interference or interaction from employees,” notes Lu.

Speed is critical. “You can have the most accurate measurement 
in the world but if it takes an hour to process, no one will use it,” 
says Lu, noting they coded their solution to take advantage of 
multi-core processing.

“We did internal benchmarking to measure processing time 
as we increased the number of cores.  We saw up to a 300% 
increase in speed by moving towards higher numbers of cores,” 
says Lu. “Intel gives us more choices, so we can scale our 
software more eff ectively to handle more complex projects.”

And, while some manufacturers have the solution running 
on site, Bluewrist also off ers a cloud-based solution running 
on servers powered by Intel® Xeon® processors. In addition, 
Bluewrist leverages servers featuring the Intel® Xeon® processor 
E5-2696 v4 for software simulation, development and solution 
testing.

QA Automation Saves Time, Boosts Quality
“For one of our automotive clients, we deployed two cameras 
and two robots, and our software running on our standard 
Intel® Core™ i7-powered industrial PC. We now test every part 
on the line in under a minute instead of the hour it took for 
random part testing in the past,” says Niu, adding if a deviation 
is found, the software is programmed to take action, whether 
that’s sending out an alert or stopping the line so no defective 
parts get through.

In one case, a client discovered a manufacturing fl aw that would 
have caused failures in the parts they were producing. Armed 
with Bluewrist data, they shut down the factory and re-tooled 
the line to address the issue.

In a manual testing environment, a quality assurance technician 
uses co-ordinate measuring machines (CMM) to record specifi c 
measuring points against the design specifi cations which 
could take anywhere from one to two hours to complete. For a 
large-scale part, Bluewrist deploys two systems each running 
20 cameras and capable of performing 30-plus inspections in 
under approximately 30 seconds.

“Our customers include Tier 1 automotive manufacturers 
and they have very high, specifi c and stringent requirements 
that we have to meet,” says Niu. “We’ve helped our customers 
transform the QA process and move from testing less than 1% 
of parts to 100% testing while saving them hours a day.”

Where to Get More Information
Find the solution that’s right for your organization. Contact your 
Intel representative or visit www.intel.ca/smallbusiness
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